Preventing type 2 diabetes: scaling up to create a prevention system

Every day an estimated 280 Australians develop type 2 diabetes. By 2023, type 2 diabetes is predicted to become the number one specific cause of burden of disease in Australia. Policies and programs to support the prevention of type 2 diabetes need to be scaled up urgently if Australia hopes to limit or reduce the enormous negative impact this serious and complex condition has on individuals, families, employers, businesses and governments. An estimated 1.5 million Australians have type 2 diabetes, and this is predicted to increase to 3.3 million by 2031. Prediabetes, which includes impaired glucose tolerance and impaired fasting glucose, is estimated to affect 2 million Australians, putting them at high risk of developing type 2 diabetes.

Type 2 diabetes is a serious and progressive condition. If not identified and well managed it can lead to many complications, including macrovascular complications (heart attacks, strokes, amputations); microvascular complications (eye, kidney and nerve damage); and mental health problems (depression, anxiety and distress). Importantly, the macrovascular complications may begin early in the prediabetes stage. In Australia, diabetes accounts for one-third of all preventable hospital admissions coupled with longer than average stays. The economic cost is increasing dramatically and is estimated at $14.6 billion per year.

There can be no doubt that this is a serious epidemic that will have a large negative impact on health and productivity. However, despite strong evidence and many powerful tools to help prevent the future growth of type 2 diabetes, efforts to establish a sustained and effective prevention system in Australia have been patchy, project oriented and subject to frequent funding disruption due to government change and short-term thinking.

The International Diabetes Federation consensus statement on prevention of type 2 diabetes published in 2007 clearly identified two key target activities for prevention to be undertaken simultaneously — a high-risk population approach combined with an entire population approach. However, few countries have implemented this combined approach on a scale large enough to create a prevention system that can work effectively.

In Australia, the state of Victoria is the most advanced, with the combination of a statewide, high-risk population, diabetes prevention program (Life! program) combined with an entire population and systems approach across 12 local government areas (Healthy Together Victoria), as well as the LivLighter campaign to encourage Victorians to live healthier lifestyles.

So what works and how do we scale up to create effective prevention?

High-risk population prevention

Up to 58% of type 2 diabetes developing from the prediabetes population can be prevented through intensive, structured lifestyle interventions. There is strong evidence from randomised controlled trials (RCTs) around the world to support this approach. Furthermore, cost-effectiveness studies and community-based evaluations conclude that these interventions are able to be implemented, and are effective and cost-effective.

The effect of lifestyle intervention has an impact lasting up to 20 years after the active intervention. The drug metformin can also prevent type 2 diabetes in individuals at high risk. While it is not as effective as a lifestyle modification program, metformin is an appropriate and effective intervention for some people. Lifestyle intervention alone is less effective in those with severe obesity, whereas bariatric surgery has been shown to be effective.

Translational studies including the Greater Green Triangle Diabetes Prevention Project, Sydney Diabetes Prevention Program (SDPP), and the large-scale implementation of the Victorian Life! program have built a strong case that the RCT evidence can be translated into community-based...
programs. These programs have included face-to-face group interventions and individual telephone interventions, both with 5–6 structured sessions and trained facilitators. Maintaining the fidelity of these lifestyle interventions through accreditation or certification is important.

The questionnaire-based Australian Type 2 Diabetes Risk Assessment Tool (AUSDRISK) has made screening to identify and recruit individuals at high risk feasible and effective at a community level. The Workhealth program in Victoria (no longer funded) used the AUSDRISK tool for over 500 000 worker health checks, and around 23% of workers were found to be at high risk. Lamentably, most were not systematically referred for any follow-up or prevention intervention. The Life! program has seen over 59 000 people with prediabetes referred to lifestyle-based prevention courses. This has been achieved by establishing multiple recruitment methods that include: integrated social marketing techniques using mass media and online media; effective risk messaging about the seriousness and personal relevance; workplace and community promotions; and a call-to-action response system with a telephone response line similar to Quitline.

A framework for scaling up high-risk population prevention in Australia should be based on international experience (United States Centers for Disease Control National Diabetes Prevention Program) and local implementation models (SDPP and Victorian Life! program). Importantly, a national approach should reflect a national commitment and integrate national and state or territory government funding with private health insurance funding, employer funding (for workplace-based elements) and individual contribution. This partnership of funders has been established in the US program.

A national type 2 diabetes high-risk prevention program should include six key strategies:

- Marketing risk messages with a clear call to action as well as a telephone response and support line;
- Systematically identifying high-risk individuals in community settings, online and in primary care;
- Intervention based on the most appropriate pathway for prevention;
  - Intensive lifestyle programs (face-to-face groups, telephone, webinar groups, commercial programs)
  - Medication (metformin)
  - Surgery (for those with severe obesity)
- Building a prevention workforce;
- Continuous improvement, evaluation and innovation;
- National coordination and collaboration.

Entire population approach

Driving the development and increasing prevalence of type 2 diabetes is the increase in modifiable risk factors, particularly unhealthy diets, physical inactivity, weight gain and overweight and obesity. There is a seven times greater risk of diabetes among obese people compared with those of healthy weight, with a threefold increase in risk among overweight people. The modifiable risk factors for type 2 diabetes are common risk factors for cardiovascular disease, kidney disease and many cancers.

Entire population prevention action must be multi-faceted and include legislation or regulation, fiscal incentives, social marketing, health promotion and the provision of public health services. It should target policy, structural and environmental factors to reduce the proportion of people shifting from healthy weight to overweight to obese, and low risk to high risk.

The United Kingdom Foresight report provided a clear framework for national action. The experts and evidence pointed to an environments, systems and behaviour approach that reflects the following elements:

- Food environment (production and formulation, labelling and consumption, marketing)
- Activity environment (built environment, transport)
- Societal influences (attitudes, education, cultures)
- Individual influences (behaviour, choices, families)
- Biological influences (genetics and epigenetics)

National Preventative Health Taskforce report

The evidence has also been reviewed in Australia and an excellent evidence-based framework for national action was proposed in the National Preventative Health Taskforce report. However, as described below, implementation by either national or state or territory governments has been scarce.

Driving change in the food supply to increase the availability and demand for healthier food products and decrease the availability and demand for unhealthy food products. There has been some work on improving food labelling to support and empower consumers to make healthier choices. Agreement has been reached around a new interpretive front-of-pack healthy star labelling system that aims to empower people to make healthier choices. Adoption of the system will be supported by a social marketing campaign, and its success will be enhanced if use is widespread. Agreement has also been reached that high-level health claims will not be able to be used on foods that are determined to be unhealthy overall. Next steps could include the development of a nutrition policy to set out strategies for improving diets. Much more needs to be done towards achieving reformulation of processed foods to reduce added sugar, salt and fat.

Reduce the exposure of children and others to the marketing and promotion of unhealthy foods. Australia relies to a large extent on a self-regulatory system; however, there is little evidence that this has significantly reduced the power and volume of marketing to which children are exposed. Increasingly, digital and social media, which are harder for parents to monitor, are being integrated into marketing campaigns. A single agreed definition of unhealthy foods that cannot be marketed...
to children has not been developed. The excessive marketing and consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages, which especially affects children and young people, and the continuing expansion of this category beyond traditional soft drinks are a particular focus of national and international public health advocacy.

**Drive environmental changes throughout the community to increase levels of physical activity and reduce sedentary behaviours.** There has been little policy or systematic effort to drive this, and high-level leadership and development of a national framework for active living is still needed.

**Embed physical activity and healthy eating in everyday life, including workplaces, school and communities.** Some jurisdictions have established a systematic approach; for example, South Australia has established the OPAL (Obesity Prevention and Lifestyle) program and Victoria the Healthy Together Victoria initiative, which target a range of settings.

**Encourage people to improve physical activity and healthy eating through social marketing.** Some efforts commenced at the national level with the Measure Up and Swap It, Don’t Stop It campaigns, but these are no longer funded. A number of jurisdictions have rolled out the LiveLighter campaign in order to target diets and sedentary behaviour through small, sustainable changes.

**Strengthen skill and support primary health care and the public health workforce to support people making healthy choices.** Since this recommendation was made, in 2013 the National Health and Medical Research Council developed clinical practice guidelines to support the management of overweight and obesity by health professionals.

The entire population approach also requires a focus on low-income communities and cultural and linguistic diversity.

### Two population groups requiring special consideration

Indigenous Australians are three times more likely than non-Indigenous Australians to have type 2 diabetes and more likely to develop complications. Prevention efforts needed for Indigenous Australians require urgent attention but were beyond the scope of our review.

Women who develop gestational diabetes (about 5%-10% of pregnancies) have an increased future risk of developing type 2 diabetes, and their children also have an increased health risk. Increasing evidence for the importance of in utero factors to the risk of type 2 diabetes in adult life owing to epigenetic mechanisms suggests that further examination of diabetes prevention strategies specific to maternal and child health is also required.

### Conclusions

For decades Australia has led the way in large-scale approaches in some key areas of prevention. A prominent example is the international leadership shown in tobacco control through the combination of social marketing, evidence-based interventions, and regulatory and policy initiatives, together with monitoring and evaluation.

It is over 10 years since the first international RCTs reported that we can prevent the development of type 2 diabetes in the high-risk population (with prediabetes). It is over 5 years since the National Preventative Health Taskforce report. Yet there has been little national action.

In 2013, Diabetes Australia called for a new national diabetes strategy with prevention as the focus. It also pointed to the need for sustained national action for prevention of type 2 diabetes through a combined approach of a national diabetes prevention program (targeting the high-risk population) concurrent with serious national, societal change to create healthy food and activity environments and support healthy choices by making them affordable and accessible.

It is encouraging that the Australian Government is proceeding with its commitment to develop a new national diabetes strategy and has formed a national advisory group and established a timeline for completion in early 2015.

Short-term pilot projects will not be enough. Small-scale programs will not be enough. Prevention of type 2 diabetes is proven, possible and powerful — but to achieve this we need to scale up our national effort and create a sustained prevention system for the next decade and beyond.
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